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BRASÕLIA: Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff
was left fighting for political life yesterday after
her vice president, leader of the main party in
the coalition government, indicated he may side
with opponents in the battle over her impeach-
ment. Backroom dealing intensified in the capi-
tal Brasilia with Congress expected to complete
the formation yesterday of the special commis-
sion that will recommend pursuing or rejecting
the case against Rousseff.

The commission will then hear from Rousseff.
She is accused of illegal budgeting maneuvers,
but says the practices were long accepted by
previous governments and that the attempt to
bring her down is a “coup.” On paper, Rousseff
has the numbers between her Workers’ Party
and main coalition ally PMDB to survive an
impeachment vote when the commission sends
the case to the full lower house of Congress.

However, those calculations were thrown into
doubt with the publication overnight of an angry
letter from PMDB leader and Vice President
Michel Temer in which he all but announced their
political divorce. Temer told the president that
during her first term in office starting in 2011 he
was reduced to a “decorative” role and that she
has shown an “absolute lack of confidence” in
him. The letter stops short of declaring support
for her impeachment, but neither does Temer
give his backing, strongly indicating that the
PMDB is eying a split. If Rousseff is forced from
office, Temer would become interim president.
The turmoil has alarmed markets in the world’s
seventh biggest economy, which is already suffer-
ing from recession and a huge corruption scandal
centered on state oil company Petrobras.

Political ‘war’ 
Andre Perfeito, chief economist at Gradual

Investimentos, said the “climate of war” suggest-
ed that “the impeachment process... will drag
out for longer than initially thought.” “In the let-
ter divulged yesterday by Vice President Michel
Temer, we clearly see that there is not much
more room for cooperation” with Rousseff.
Although Rousseff has given no public reaction,
Globo newspaper columnist Gerson Camarotti

said “the government’s interpretation is that the
letter was a declaration of a split.” 

Temer’s office insisted, however, he was not
breaking with the government but rather
“defending the reunification of the country,”
according to Globo.  As recently as Monday the
president had said she believed Temer would
stand by her. To defeat impeachment, Rousseff
needs more than one third of votes in the lower
house, which will consider the case after the
commission makes its recommendation. If the
house did vote for impeachment, the Senate
would then hold a trial,  with a verdict to
impeach needing two thirds of support.  Only a
year into her second term and with popularity
ratings of barely 10 percent, Rousseff has come
out swinging since months of impeachment
rhetoric in Congress ended with the launching
of the process last week.  She called on Congress

to speed up proceedings and to scrap the annu-
al holidays that run from December 23 through
to February when the carnivals are held.

Brazil, host of the 2016 Rio Olympics, is in a
deep gloom, with GDP down 4.5 percent in the
third quarter year-on-year, and the national cur-
rency down a third against the dollar this year.
Rousseff is also tainted by the Petrobras scandal,
which has sucked in leading politicians and busi-
ness figures, exposing the depth of corruption at
the highest levels in Brazil. 

Even though Rousseff herself has not been
linked to any Petrobras-related crimes, the saga
is adding to the sense of drift that has plagued
her second term. Some experts believe Rousseff
is being tried for political reasons, as punish-
ment for having presided over a general decline,
rather than the arguably technical crimes of
accounting malpractice. — AFP

Brazilian president’s woes deepen

Rift between Rousseff and VP aggravates political crisis

BRASILIA: Brazilian Vice President Michel Temer speaks during a meeting with Prince Haakon
of Norway at Planalto Palace in Brasilia in this file photo. — AFP

STUPINO: Like most Russians, the truck driv-
ers parked up at the “Doughnuts” roadside
cafeteria south of Moscow care little for
opposition politics, but a new government
policy has made them rethink their attitudes
to Vladimir Putin. As of last month, the state
has started charging a fee for every kilometer
that trucks over 12 tons in weight drive over
Russian roads. Drivers angry at the extra
charge have staged protests and go-slows
around the country.

Compounding their anger is the fact that
the company awarded the contract to collect
the fees is co-owned by Igor Rotenberg, son
of Putin’s judo partner and part of a genera-
tion of people close to the Russian president
who have acquired fabulous wealth. At the
Doughnuts cafe, 90 km (55 miles) outside the
capital, truckers grumble about Putin. “We
vote for him unanimously, and he does this
bad stuff to us?” said Vladimir, on a run from
the southern city of Volgograd.

The economy is in recession because of
low prices of oil, Russia’s main export, and
Western sanctions imposed over the conflict
in Ukraine. The authorities have had to tight-
en their belt, prompting protests over issues
such as car parking fees and hospital clo-
sures. Most of these are divorced from poli-
tics: demonstrators focus on narrow issues,
they may blame local officials, but rarely do
they target their anger on Putin or the system
he has built during 15 years in power.

Any political protests aimed against
Putin’s rule tend to be small, restricted to the
urban intelligentsia, and quickly peter out.
The drivers at the truck stop, most of them
dressed in tattered track suits, do not belong
to that group. Yet their protests have taken
on a political flavour, making them an unusu-
al phenomenon in Putin’s Russia. “Why this
Rotenberg character? This person, who is he
to us?” asked another driver from Volgograd,
who did not give his name. “We don’t want a
revolution. We don’t want things to be like
they were in Ukraine,” he said. “(But) the state
cannot treat people this way.”

Putin’s friends
In April 2013, the Russian government

opened a tender to find an operator for its new
road-charging system. The idea, the govern-
ment said, was to follow European countries
such as Germany in making the heaviest road
users contribute most to their upkeep. After
announcing the closure of the bidding, then
re-opening it, the state roads agency
announced in August last year it was scrapping
the tender altogether. The following month it
said it was in talks to award the contract, with-
out an open competition, to a company called
RT-Invest Transport Systems, which had been
specially created for the contract.

According to its Internet site, the firm has
two co-owners. One is RT-Invest, a unit of
Rostec, a state industrial conglomerate

whose chief executive is Sergei Chemezov, a
close associate of Putin who is subject to
European Union and US  sanctions imposed
over Russia’s intervention in Ukraine.

The other is Igor Rotenberg. He is the son
of Arkady Rotenberg, a friend of Putin from
his days in Russia’s second city of St
Petersburg who was also his regular sparring
partner in judo sessions. Arkady Rotenberg
has earned millions of dollars from contracts
awarded by state entities, and, with his broth-
er Boris, is subject to US Treasury sanctions
imposed over the Ukraine conflict. Arkady
Rotenberg was among dignitaries who
played an exhibition ice hockey match with
Putin on his birthday on Oct. 7 this year.

Asked if Arkady Rotenberg’s relationship
with Putin had helped his son win the con-
tract for the road tariff system, Kremlin
spokesman Dmitry Peskov said: “No, it didn’t
help.”He referred other questions about the
deal to the transport ministry and the roads
agency. A spokesman for the ministry said the
international tender to find an operator had
to be called off because of the “geopolitical
situation”. He said the selection of the opera-
tor had taken place in the most open and
transparent way possible, with the media,
truckers, and trade unions all involved.

The state roads agency said the operator
does not get the fees that road users pay, but
simply passes them on to the state budget
for the upkeep of roads. RT-Invest, the unit
through which Rostec co-owns the road-
charging operator, said in a statement that
Igor Rotenberg was a partner because he had
experience of major transport projects, his
company had technological know-how, and
he had put up a significant amount of capital.
The operator itself did not respond to Reuters
questions.

Tide of protest
Gauging the scale of the truckers’ protest

is difficult. They are not organized into a sin-
gle group, the sector is dominated by small
players who often own only one truck, and
their protests are unannounced and short-
lived. Drivers last month in the southern
region of Dagestan formed a column of
dozens of trucks that obstructed traffic on a
major highway, according to local media.
Demonstrations and go-slow protests have
been reported in the central regions of Perm
and Yekaterinburg, and in Rostov in the
south. Protest leaders have been talking
about driving to Moscow and jamming up
the capital’s ring-road, but that has failed to
materialize. Drivers said the police were lis-
tening in to truckers’ radio communications
and intercepting any vehicles they suspected
were heading to a protest. The government
has made some concessions. It has reduced
the rate of the tariff to 1.5 roubles ($0.0215)
per km, from 3.5 roubles, and also slashed the
fines for non-payment. —Reuter
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Muslim cabbie attacked by passenger awarded $350k
ALEXANDRIA: A Muslim cab driver who said a pas-
senger berated and physically attacked him over his
religion was awarded $350,000 in damages by a
federal civil jury.  The jury in Alexandria, Virginia,
found Monday that Ed Dahlberg assaulted
Mohamed Salim in 2013 and that Dahlberg’s
actions were motivated by animosity toward the
cabbie’s religion. 

They awarded Salim $100,000 in compensatory
damages and $250,000 in punitive damages.  Salim
says he was punched by Dahlberg after Dahlberg
spewed a stream of epithets at Salim because of his
religion. Salim recorded parts of the encounter on

his phone.  Salim sued Dahlberg in civil court in US
District Court in Alexandria after Fairfax County
prosecutors declined to bring criminal charges
against Dahlberg.  

Dahlberg admits using bad language but denies
injuring Salim. Dahlberg told The Washington Post
in a phone call, “I’m ruined. I’m absolutely ruined.”
The key piece of evidence was an 11-minute smart-
phone recording of the conversation between
Salim and Dahlberg. The conversation began as a
friendly one, but took a turn when Dahlberg asked
Salim about jihad. Dahlberg, who acknowledged he
was drunk, became enraged when he felt Salim was

unwilling to denounce the Sept 11 hijackers, and
Dahlberg unleashed a stream of expletives about
Salim and the Muslim faith.

The recording was not definitive in terms of con-
firming Salim’s allegation that Dahlberg punched
him multiple times, causing a hairline jaw fracture.
Dahlberg’s lawyers questioned Salim’s truthfulness,
saying he lied about being a veteran of the Iraq War
when he talked to reporters about the incident, as
well as in a court deposition.  Defense lawyer Steven
Bancroft said Dahlberg is apologetic about his lan-
guage on the recording but “there is much more to
this case than that tape.” —AP


